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Abstract Mythology, in the poetry of Kadare, is quite present. It is presented as a special theme, which reveals not only the poetic but also philosophical ideas of Kadare. As such, mythical topography in Kadare's poetry is not only presented in various forms, but also presented with numerous mythological figures, especially from ancient Greek mythology, and also from Albanian mythology. Being present in poetry of Kadare, mythical topics are always in the function of comparing with contemporarily, taking the examples of mythological figures and heroes, but their places, not rarely implied as influential or comparable elements: mythical heroes with personalities from contemporary; their actions with the events and actions of modernity, and the ancient places with today's countries, either as patriotic or enemy countries.
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1. Introduction

Mythology, in the poetry of Kadare, is quite present. It is presented as a special theme, which reveals the not only poetic but also philosophical ideas of Kadare. As such, the mythical theme in Kadare's poetry is not only presented in various forms, but it is also presented with numerous mythological figures, especially from ancient Greek mythology, but also from Albanian mythology. Being present in the poetry of Kadare, the mythical topicality is always in the function of comparing with contemporarily, taking the examples from mythological figures and heroes, but also from their countries, not rarely implied as influential or comparable elements: mythical heroes with personalities from contemporary; their actions with the events and actions of modernity, and the ancient countries with today's places, either as patriotic or enemy countries.

On this occasion it should be noted that Ismail Kadare is present in front of the Albanian public as well as before that non-Albanian one. Ismail Kadare's works have been translated into many different languages of the world. In general Kadare's literary works have been translated into 45 world languages. His poetic works have been translated less than his works in prose. Here too it must be said that his poetry does not have that reflection as his prose has. Even his poetry has been studied less, not only by foreign literary critics but also by literary Albanian critics. However, it must be claimed that his poetry has had an appreciable impact on Albanian poets, especially those of the second part of the twentieth century.

2. Troy and Betrayal

The Trojan War [1] is one of the greatest events of the ancient history of antiquity, which Kadare uses to create, in the majority of cases, historical parallelism, which it uses to create a new artistic reality and that are always in function, not only human and humanistic, but also historical and national awareness. Almost all the figures from antiquity, Kadare introduce them to the present. Thus, Troy prevails as topical, as a sign, as a motif, as a symbol and as a figure, in these segments of his poetry. Troy also comes out as a war, as a confrontation, as a resistance, as a fall, as a love, as a betrayal. With all its mythical heroes and antiherons, from whose deeds Kadare builds his poetry, respectively, the topical lyric. [2]

Troy, in the poetry of Kadare, is a sign that is often used, even used for the best poems, but poetry, such as "Troy", [3]" You were for me ", [4]" Eksorcizmi ", [5]" Laocoön " [6] and " Trojan Horse ". [7]

In Troy's poetry the basic idea of the betrayal, the author makes a recapitulation of history from the fall of Troy to this day, through reading history, attempting a considerable part of the people to stuck the horse and presenting millions of others, reciting Homer's verses as a "de profundis".[8] However, Kadare's poetic power [9] comes to the surface of the last and complete verse of poetry, which simultaneously represents the recapitulation and sublimation of her idea, in which the poet, using the personification, addresses the latter in the last verse through the embroidery, saying:

Push for centuries by putting
3. Troy and Love

Being Troy and her war is an inexhaustible poetic motive, Kadare also uses it in love-motivated poetry, as is the poem "You were for me", which is one of the best poems of poems of love, with comparisons and metaphors quite hit. The collapse of Troy, which has motivated the artists of various profiles of all the historical epochs, from Homer and beyond to Kadare has been utilized in an original look, through an original comparison, where the invasion of a woman's love is compared with the invasion of Troy (as ironically, even the Trojan War itself was done because of the abduction of a woman!).

Meanwhile, the poet states:
You were for me as invincible as Troy
Troy that I could not overtake. [11]

Further, nonconclusion brings Platonic love, a love realized only in dreams, as in the verses:
Just in dreams, ah in dreams
To embrace the dense hair,
The more gas I felt in my pursuit
That all Greeks when Troy fell. [12]

4. Laocoön and Comparison of Historical Epochs

Poetry "Laocoön"[13] is one of Kadare's best poetry, anthology poetry, which based on the idea and the theme that it has, is the most typical representative of Kadare's poetry, which ancient figures use, whether to explain our newest story, whether to explain the different historical and political characters, making different comparisons and finding numerous connotations. He also uses Laocoön's figure in this same function. Being a great master of comparing historical and historical events, moments, events and various social phenomena, he thus connects indissoluble historical epochs, giving them different attributes and wearing them with hues different historical, and often political.

But Laocoön, in Kadare's poetry of the same name, has a different use from the essence of the mythological Laocoön's action, in which Kadare through him conveys historical messages, making different temporal and historical parallelisms, perpetuating the image heroic and tragic of Laocoön, who for over three thousand years is still carrying the mythological truth about his murder, which turns out to be a lie, since after three thousand years Laocoön declared that his killers were not his snakes and both his sons, but they were the trojans who had killed him.

In this way, it should be noted that poetry "Laocoön" is an almost monumental picture of the mythological figure of Laocoön, where Kadare with artistic means overthrows Homerian truth and the myth of the death of Laocoön and his two sons after failing in his efforts to persuade the trojans not to accept the aqeedah gift he had given as a gift of betrayal - the wooden horse. Although poetry is a historical-mythological reminiscence, the punishment of Laocoön and his two sons by the snakes, Kadare overturned, expressing his resurrected conclusion after three thousand years:

The snakes did not kill me, but the trojans killed me. [14]

A reversal of a historical and mythological "truth" that Kadare later develops, making Laocoön himself speak, three thousand years later, communicating with the new story, namely our present:
You know what happened to Troy.
Three thousand years in a row,
From museum to museum
I hamalli i sermons lie hold.
Three thousand years ... Still the fires of Troy
Like red hair I stick to the eye. [15]

5. Three Mythical Symbols

We said above that the mythical topic in Kadare's poetry is present with Troy that is through Troy with the war, with the fall and with her heroes, but also with a mythologically and historically renowned tree figure of Troy's Horse. Even Troy, and her heroes, in the poetry of Kadare, has become symbols, even in meaningful symbols, which reinforce the idea of his poetry and raise the literal and aesthetic value of his poetry. [16]

Using the mythical material that has to do with Troy and her heroes, Kadare has particular preoccupation. He cares about this preoccupation and explains it in his book "Studio Invitation".[17]

Zeus, Homer, Troy, Troy Horse, Laocoön, Rome are names and signs that in Kadare's poetry have been transformed into special symbols for certain phenomena.

But we will stop at treating three mythical symbols, from Kadare, which are not only more characteristic but that his poetry brings figurative novelty. Troy, Trojan Horse and Laocoön are three symbolic figures used by Kadare and which have been carved with a pronounced originality.

Troy, in the poetry of Kadare, is a double symbol: of conquest and non-conquest. While in "Troy" poetry, the symbol is about invasion, falling and treason, coming from a wooden horse, to another poem where Troy is used as a parallelism to conquer a woman's love, the symbol of Troy, already implies the difficulty of invasion, the impossibility of invasion, or non-conquest, as expressed in a Kadare case. [18]

Below we will look at the case when Troy, as a symbol, is used with various symbolic meanings, even in this case not of conquest, but of non-conquest. This symbol is
present in the poem "You were for me", as in the verses:
You were unconvincing for me like Troy,
Troy that I could not overtake. [19]

6. Expressive Forms of Fraud and Betrayal

Troy's horse, in the poetry of Kadare, is used as a symbol of betrayal and deception. His presence in some of Kadare's poems proves his preoccupation with this well-known topic since ancient times and worked and elaborated for centuries. The universal theme of betrayal, among other things, uses Kadare in his poetry to create historical parallelisms of mythology with contemporarily, since betrayal, regardless of time, has the same consequences and as such is the overwhelming passion of human destiny over the centuries. There are some poems, which are the hallucinations of Troy's treachery, but there are three of them, which are perfectly accomplished as "Laocoön", "Troja" and "Trojan Horse".

Fraud and betrayal are expressed in these poems, in various forms eg. and poetry "Laocoön":

The wooden gift basket of the Greeks shows you
This horse in two groups divided trojans:
Accept it or throw it away. [20]

Meanwhile, in poetry "Troy", where we have the symbol of conquest and treachery, according to the author has been transferred and will be followed for centuries by people:

Push for centuries by putting
This horse of ages will go through;
In his boat forever he will tremble
The terrible betrayal, Troy! [21]

The same message is conveyed by the poem "Troy Horse", which treats betrayal as an element that has been carried over for centuries in society, while in this poem the author draws attention to his knock, which since ancient times is feeling in today's human society, the myth is coming to modernity. With the following verses, the author orders and calls for vigilance:

In the calm of the night, give ear,
Do not you hear that far a knockout?
From the depths of ancient myths to our modern cities
A horse is trotting
It's Trojan Horse. [22]

7. Conclusions

The Trojan War is one of the greatest events of the ancient history of antiquity, which Kadare exploits to create in most cases the historical parallels that they use to create a new artistic reality that is always in function, not only human and humanistic, but also historic and national. Almost all of the figures from antiquity, Kadare introduce them to the present. Troy prevails, as a topical, a sign, as a motif, as a symbol and as a figure, in these segments of his poetry. Troy also comes out as a war, as a confrontation, as a resistance, as a fall, as a love, as a betrayal. With all its mythical heroes and antiheroes, whose deeds Ismail Kadare builds his poetry, respectively, in this case the topical lyric.
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